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Market Overview 
Last Friday, Hang Seng Index surges with Asian stocks on stimulus bets as 
Trump concedes defeat, Chinese telecoms slammed on index deletion. 
The Hang Seng Index advanced 329pts to 27,878pts. The turnover 
increased to HKD270b. China Auto players continued to outperform with 
Geely Auto (175 HK) and BYD Co. (1211 HK) hitting record high. Rumor 
sais Baidu and Geely will team up to make electric vehicles for the 
Chinese market. AIA (1299 HK), CMB (3968 HK), Kingsoft (3888 HK) and CR 
Beer (291 HK) reached historical high last Friday. Three U.S. issuers, 
including Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan and Morgan Stanley, will delist a total 
of 424 callable bull/ bear contracts linked to the Hang Seng Index and 
Hang Seng China Enterprises Index from Hong Kong Stock Exchange due to 
U.S. sanctions on Chinese companies, with the last trading day of 22 Jan.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Macau Gaming 
Market is positive on recent trend that premium mass segment driving the gross gaming revenue (GGR) 
recovery in Macau since the “partial” visa resumption. Market believes this situation will continue and 
mass segment to be the driver for recovery in 2021. When travel between China and Macau normalizes, 
players will be able to increase their time spent at casinos, supported by the new hotel supply and 
improved infrastructure. Near term catalyst will be 4Q20 results announcement. On the back of GGR 
recovery, market predicts most companies to breakeven in 4Q20 and whole industry to record EBITDA of 
c.USD180m-USD190m. Of which, Galaxy Ent. (27 HK) is expected to record to highest positive EBITDA 
levels while SJM (880 HK) is likely to record operating loss due to market share losses. 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

CGN Power (1816 HK) 
CGN has 80% profit from Guangdong, where electricity sales from its nuclear plants were 80% at 
contracted prices and 20% at discounted bidding tariffs in the last 3 years (2018-20) agreed with grids. For 
2021E, its sales mix at discounted bidding tariffs in this province has been agreed to remain at 20% 
without increment. The biggest overhang of tariff cut in 2021E has been lifted. Market believes the 
company contains many growth opportunities as PRC nuclear capacity should have room to grow further 
from 51GW in 2019 as the PRC gov’t aims carbon emissions to peak before 2030E and carbon neutrality by 
2060E. Among clean energy players, CGN Power is a laggard, also the name is trading at attractive 
valuation of 7.5x 2021E PER, 0.7x P/B and 5.6% yield. 
 
Evergrande PPT Services (6666 HK) 
The company announced a positive profit alert, stating its FY20 net profit at c.RMB2.6b, implying 180% 
YoY growth. The company attributed the profit increase to the significant growth in GFA under 
management; value-added services to non-property owners and community value added services, as well 
as adoption of standardized operation and intelligent construction which led to significant cost reduction 
and efficiency enhancement. Market believes this profit alert to act as a positive read-across for other 
property management companies in 2020 annual results. Near-term catalysts for the sector will be profit 
alerts and inclusion into the stock connects in Feb. 
 
Trad Chi Med (570 HK) 
Tianjiang Medicine, one of two formula granule brands operated by Trad Chi Med, will partner with Ping 



An Good Doctor (1833 HK), an online health platform. The collaboration will link up Ping An's online 
specialty consultation app with Tianjiang's cloud pharmacy. With the Chinese medicine expertise provided 
by Tianjiang, Ping An will set up online Chinese medicine specialty clinics in andrology, oncology, and 
ointment therapy. This would create a win-win situation for both companies as Ping An can leverage the 
brand and Tianjiang can dispense its formula granule products through these clinics.  
 
Eversunshine (1995 HK)  
The company announced that it has acquired a 65% stake in a reputable property management company 
in Guangxi for RMB434m. The acquired company, Guilin Zhangtai PMC, has a management area of 7.8m 
sq.m. (.10% of ESS’ management area of 77.2m as of 1H20) and a large contracted area of 22m sq.m. 
(c.15% of ESS’ contracted area). It is a leading PMC in Guangxi focused on the mid-to-high-end residential 
segment, as the parent developer Zhangtai Group is ranked number one in terms of contracted sales in 
Guangxi as at 1H20. The consideration implies 11x 2020 PER. Market is positive on the acquisition: (1) the 
valuation is undemanding, 11x historical PER (vs. existing industry's average PER of 30x); (2) earnings 
enhancement, it is expected the acquisition will add c.14% ESS's FY21 earnings.   
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